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Cys ismuchdifferent fromother common amino acids in pro-
teins. Being one of the least abundant residues, Cys is often
observed in functional sites in proteins. This residue is reactive,
polarizable, and redox-active; has high affinity formetals; and is
particularly responsive to the local environment. A better
understanding of the basic properties of Cys is essential for
interpretation of high-throughput data sets and for prediction
and classification of functional Cys residues. We provide an
overview of approaches used to study Cys residues, from meth-
ods for investigation of their basic properties, such as exposure
and pKa, to algorithms for functional prediction of different
types of Cys in proteins.

Among the 20 common amino acids in proteins, Cys is often
an outlier credited with several unique features. It is one of the
least abundant residues (often the least abundant) in organ-
isms, yet it is frequently observed in functionally important
sites of proteins, where it serves catalytic, regulatory, structure-
stabilizing, cofactor-binding, and other functions. Although
Cys is thought to be a later addition to the genetic code (1), it
has also been shown to accumulate more than any other amino
acid in present day organisms (2), implying that the usage ofCys
may further expand in their descendents. The functional
importance of Cys in biology is also highlighted by the observa-
tion that, in humans, Cys mutations lead to genetic diseases
more often than expected on the basis of its abundance (3).
With respect to aging, several studies showed that Cys content
in mitochondrially encoded proteins inversely correlates with
life span in animals (4). Although the biological interpretation
of this relationship is debated (5–7), it highlights the fact that
Cys residues in proteins appear to be under strict evolutionary
control. This feature has to be associated with several unique
biological functions of Cys, as detected by genome-wide analy-
ses of its tendency to form functional clusters, such as structural
disulfides and metal-binding sites (8, 9).
Another unique property of Cys is its ability to functionally

interchange with Sec. Sec, known as the 21st amino acid in the
genetic code, is a selenium-containing amino acid that differs
fromCys by a single atom (i.e. selenium versus sulfur). Sec is the
only natural amino acid thought to be located exclusively in

catalytic sites (although a possible exception to this rule has
been reported (10)), and its function can be partially preserved
when Cys, but not any other amino acid, replaces Sec. This
functional interplay is unique in the proteinworld; for example,
the relationship between pyrrolysine (the 22nd amino acid) and
lysine is not functional (11). A recent study made the relation
between Cys and Sec even more intriguing. It has been found
that Cys can be inserted in proteins in place of Sec (12). The
unexpected aspect is that incorporation of Cys occurs specifi-
cally through the Sec insertionmachinery: Cys is synthesized by
Sec synthase directly on Sec-tRNA (from serine and thiophos-
phate) and inserted at UGA codons.
What are the physicochemical features of Cys that make this

residue such a unique case? The main feature appears to be the
high reactivity and chemical plasticity of its sulfur-based func-
tional group. First of all, Cys thiols are capable of unique reac-
tivity in the protein world: covalent interactions with other thi-
ols create intra- and intermolecular disulfide bonds. In
addition, Cys can coordinate a variety of metals andmetalloids:
along with His, Cys is the most frequently employed residue in
metal-binding sites of proteins. The side chain of Cys can also
directly react with many oxidants or oxidized cellular products
under physiological and pathophysiological conditions: revers-
ible oxidation of Cys thiols is known to play a role in redox
regulation of proteins via the formation of sulfenic acid inter-
mediates (13–15), mixed disulfides with glutathione (16), and
overoxidation to sulfinic acids (17). Last, but certainly not least,
Cys is the main target of nitrosative stress, leading to the for-
mation of reversible S-nitrosothiols (18). The susceptibility of
Cys to thesemodifications is largely dependent on the reactivity
of each specific thiol. Thus, understandingCys properties is not
only very important per se but is also critical to understanding
the nature and function of thiol-mediated redox processes in
the cell.
For this reason, we decided to structure this minireview in

two main parts. First, we provide an overview of the current
understanding of the general properties and physicochemical
features of Cys residues as well as theoretical approaches used
to study them. Second, we shift our attention to various func-
tional types of reactive Cys in proteins. Following a discussion
of the biological relevance of Cys reactivity and function, we
introduce and review the bioinformatics tools currently avail-
able to study various types of reactive redox thiols.

Properties of Cys Residues in Proteins: General
Comments on Thiol Reactivity

The general properties of Cys, from either physicochemical
or biological points of view, are difficult to categorize. A deeply
buried Cys may behave as a hydrophobic residue (due to the
hydrophobic nature of amino acid packing inside the protein),
whereas an exposed Cys (i.e. accessible to the solvent either on
molecular surfaces or in the solvated polar microenvironment
found in protein pockets and cavities) may interact with
H-bond partners (e.g. water molecules) and other titratable
groups of polar residues, which are abundant on protein sur-
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faces. These interactions may considerably polarize exposed
Cys, influencing its pKa (e.g. decrease it). Moreover, exposed
Cys residues have been estimated to have, on average and in
respect to all other titratable amino acids, the closest pKa to the
physiological pH (9). The latter observation implies that, even
for small variations within the physiological range of local pH
values, exposedCys residuesmay (i) easily switch their ability to
function as nucleophiles and (ii) experience sudden charge
shifts and significant electrostatic changes, which can extend to
the proximal portions of the molecular surface (Fig. 1A). In
some circumstances, similar electrostatic changes can affect
the ability of a protein to interact with the environment, for
instance, with other proteins and charged molecules. This
observation highlights the intrinsically high responsiveness of
exposed Cys to changes in physiological states and environ-
mental conditions, an aptitude that may provide a biological
(more so than chemical or physical) explanation for why Cys
residues are found much less frequently (than expected) on
molecular surfaces. Unless employed for a specific function,
exposed Cys residues tend to be removed from protein surfaces
(9). All of these considerations highlight two particularly
important descriptors of Cys reactivity: exposure to solvent and
the protonation status of its functional group.
Computation of amino acid exposure requires structural

information. A common approach for estimation of protein
exposure is to use a molecular probe (usually, a sphere whose
radius is variable, e.g. 1.4 Å to mimic the dimensions of the
water molecule) that is rolled over the protein body. Proteins
are usually treated as rigid bodies: the probe cannot penetrate
the surface and just touches its residues. Commonly used (and
free for download) programs include Naccess (version 2.1.1)
and Surface Racer. The standalone versions of these programs

are available, making them useful tools for automated large-
scale analysis.
With regard to pKa, no definitive protocols for its prediction

for Cys residues have been established as of yet. The acid disso-
ciation constant (pKa) of different Cys residues greatly corre-
lates with the reactivity of these residues: thiolates are consid-
erably better nucleophiles than their protonated counterparts.
Additionally, thiolates generally react more rapidly with oxi-
dants, such as H2O2, than thiols (19), although variations can
occur depending on the protein environment (20). Conse-
quently, reliable prediction of Cys pKa, especially for Cys resi-
dues that undergo reversible redox conversions under physio-
logical conditions, would be extremely valuable in the area of
Cys biology.
Different approaches have been used to study reactive Cys.

One method makes use of density functional theory (DFT)2
calculations to calculate pKa through natural population anal-
ysis charge onCys sulfur atoms (21). Themethod, when bench-
marked against different thiol oxidoreductases (Table 1),
proved to work well (linear correlation between theoretical and
experimental values, R2 � 0.96). To date, a limitation of quan-
tum mechanics (QM) approaches resides in their speed. Given
the intrinsic complexity of the analysis, even a small protein
cannot be analyzed in full, and the use of a reduced protein
model is necessary.
Anothermethod that has been applied to the investigation of

reactive Cys is the empirical pKa predictor PROPKA (22). For a
titratable residue, a pKa shift is evaluated as a function of the
sum of energy contributions provided by surrounding residues

2 The abbreviations used are: DFT, density functional theory; QM, quantum
mechanics; PTM, post-translational modification; PDB, Protein Data Bank.

FIGURE 1. Effect of pH perturbation on net charge of exposed Cys and electrostatic properties of molecular surface. Exposed Cys residues are signifi-
cantly more polar than buried Cys residues, a consequence of the high degree of Cys polarizability. For many exposed and polar Cys residues, pKa is close to the
physiological pH (A, blue, shaded). In such cases, for a typical monoprotic acid in a physiological solution (assuming Henderson-Hasselbalch behavior), sudden
negative charge switches can occur in the response to even very limited local pH shifts (A, neutral Cys for lower pH values and anionic Cys for higher pH values;
note the steep transition between the two Cys forms in the shaded area). For any Cys in the protein, its interactions with other titratable groups and solvent
determine the degree of reactivity of that Cys and influence its pKa. From a computational perspective, a common way to quantify the pKa of a residue is to
calculate its deviation (�pKa) from the reference pKa value (pKa(REF)) for that amino acid type; �pKa is derived by properly accounting for all interactions with the
titratable functional group, e.g. E1, E2, . . . En in B, where interactions with the generic titratable residues A (red circle; indicating an interacting acidic residue), B
(blue circle, indicating an interacting basic residue), and t (gray circle; indicating a generic non-charged titratable residue, e.g. Thr) are shown. The �pKa then
allows the pKa of a residue to be expressed as pKa � pKa(REF) � �pKa.
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(Fig. 1B). Although the theory of the approach is relatively sim-
ple, it has been praised for its balance of speed and perform-
ance.We tested its performance against the data set of proteins
previously evaluated by a QM approach (Table 1). Overall, the
two methods yielded consistent results (R2 � 0.602, linear cor-
relation of their respective results). Moreover, the PROPKA
prediction correlated sufficiently well (R2 � 0.74, average devi-
ation from the experimental value of 0.88 � 0.8) with experi-
mental pKa values, showing performances not too far from
those of more sophisticated approaches.
A third category of methods, which has been applied to the

analysis of redoxCys (24, 25), is based on the numerical solution
of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation: electrostatic calculations
provide (free) energies of each of the protonationmicrostates in
the system. This allows the probability of protonation to be
calculated over a range of pH values for each titratable residue
(i.e. the titration curve and its associated pK1⁄2 can be computed)
(Fig. 1), a feature that can be very informative (26, 27). As a
general note, each approach has its unique features, e.g.
PROPKA is ultrafast while still providing acceptable results; if
properly set up, the QM-based methods can be very accurate;
and Poisson-Boltzmann methods can compute, besides the
pKa, the whole titration curve in proximity to the pK1⁄2. Thus,
these methods can be considered complementary rather than
in competition, as they can provide insights from different per-
spectives and ultimately help establish a more complete pic-
ture of Cys reactivity. Besides pKa prediction, QM investiga-
tions can be useful in unraveling other aspects of Cys
properties and reactivity. For example, they have been
applied to investigate the structural determinants of Cys oxi-
dation to sulfenic acid (28). Other QM-based studies have
provided interesting insights into nitrosylation of Cys resi-
dues (29) and the role of substituents in disulfide exchange
reactions (30). Currently, DFT-based methods for the calcu-
lation of sulfenic acid/thiol reduction potential are in pre-
liminary stages of development (31). Once available to the
community, these methods would offer a significant addi-
tion to the current arsenal of computational tools in the
redox biology area.

Bioinformatics Approaches Used for Prediction of
Reactive Cys in Proteins

Cys may serve different functions, ranging from structural
stabilization to catalytic activity and including a variety of post-
translational modifications (PTMs) and associated regulatory
roles. Therefore, it is useful to classify Cys residues on the basis
of their function. Different functional categories of Cys include
(i) structural cystine residues (i.e. stable disulfide-bonded Cys),
(ii) metal-coordinating Cys residues, (iii) catalytic Cys residues,
and (iv) Cys residues that serve as sites of PTMs (regulatory
Cys), as shown schematically in Fig. 2. It has to be noted that not
all functional Cys residues can be unambiguously classified.
One example is the bacterial chaperone Hsp33, in which some
Cys residues serve both structural and regulatory functions
depending on the redox state (32, 33). Notably, this functional
switch is reversible (Fig. 2). It is also possible that additional,
currently undiscovered, functional categories of Cys exist. In
the following paragraphs, we briefly introduce the relevant bio-
logical aspects of each Cys functional category; then, for each
category, a brief discussion of how bioinformatics approaches
can be used to investigate the subject and with which tools is
provided.
Structural Disulfides—Disulfide bond formation is a major

mechanism employed by proteins to stabilize their structure.
As a norm, the formation of structural disulfides during the
folding process (often discussed as oxidative folding) involves a
specialized cellularmachinery (34, 35). Structural disulfides are
common in proteins residing in oxidizing cellular environ-
ments, such as the bacterial periplasm, eukaryotic endoplasmic
reticulum, and mitochondrial intermembrane space, as well as
in secreted proteins. However, transient disulfides are also
common in the reducing environments of cellular compart-
ments. Computational approaches used to predict structural
disulfides can be divided into sequence-based and structure-
based. Among the latter, the simplest method is to examine
protein structures for sulfur-to-sulfur (S-S) distances between
the two Cys residues. A distance of 2.5 Å is commonly consid-
ered a safe cutoff discerning disulfide bonds from other types of
functional Cys clusters (36). Often, disulfide bonds, detected by

TABLE 1
Comparison of pKa prediction methods
PDBcodes are reported for each protein analyzed. If a PDB structure containsmore than one protein, the nameof the protein analyzed is specified in theCys residue column.
Experimental pKa values are from the cited literature. QM pKa refers to the DFT-based approach developed by Roos et al. (21). PROPKA refers to the programmaintained
by Jensen and co-workers (23). Trx, thioredoxin.

PDB code (Ref.) Cys residue Experimental pKa QM pKa PROPKA Genea

1xob (69) Cys32 7.1 6.5 6.6 trxAb

2ppt (70) Cys73 5.2 4.8 5.7 trxCb

1su9 (71) Cys76 8.2 8.1 10 resAb

2o89 (21) Cys29 6.4 6.5 4 trxCb

1ljl (21) Cys89 9.5 10 9.2 arsC
1ljl (21) Cys10 6.8 6.9 6.8 arsC
2ipa (30) Cys82 (ArsC) 6.3 6 trxA,b arsC
2ipa (30) Cys32 (Trx) 8.3 8.1 trxA,b arsC
2gzy (30) Cys29 (Trx) 5.5 5.9 trxAb

2gzy (W28A) (30) Cys29 (Trx) 5.5 5.9 trxAb

1jbb (37) Cys87 11.1 10 UBC13
1jas (37) Cys88 10.2 9 UBE2B
1i7k (37) Cys114 10.9 10.5 UBE2C
1l1d (58) Cys117 9.3 9.5 msrAB

a Associated gene symbols are reported (retrieved via UniProt).
b Thioredoxin from different species: 1xob, Escherichia coli; 2ppt, Rhodobacter capsulatus; 2o89, Staphylococcus aureus; and 2ipa and 2gzy, Bacillus subtilis.
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analyzing the S-S distance, can be found already annotated in
the Protein Data Bank (PDB) repository (e.g. by directly access-
ing the PDB file header). A modification of this method envis-
ages the use of a distance between �-carbons of Cys residues.
Although less specific (it increases the false positive rate), the
computational advantage is remarkable, as only backbone trace
coordinates are required. This makes the approach well suited
for large-scale comparative structure-based analyses (8).
In some cases, however, it would be desirable to work with-

out structural information, as the structural coverage of natural
proteins is still largely incomplete. Here, several methods have
been developed. A common underlying concept of these meth-
ods is that the majority of disulfides show recurring motifs in
the primary structure and thus can be predicted once these
patterns are discovered. The simplest approach is the use of
curated sequence patterns and profiles, such as those found in
the PROSITE database (38). A PROSITE pattern is an anno-
tated regular expression that describes a relatively short portion
of protein sequence thatmayhave a biologicalmeaning or func-
tion. The PROSITE web server provides a simple interface
(ScanProsite) (39) to browse for S-S patterns in any input
sequence. Although many S-S patterns with perfect specificity
have been compiled, PROSITE profiles and regular expressions
can detect only a minority of disulfide-bonded Cys residues
(40).
Improved sequence-based approaches have been developed

in recent years that could manage an additional level of
sequence information (e.g. nature of adjacent amino acids, con-
servation of flanking residues, etc.) besides the primary
sequence (41–43). One such approach is DISULFIND, which
uses support vector machines and neural networks to classify
and rank different Cys residues in a protein sequence. The algo-
rithm is fast and performs, overall, better than PROSITE (43).
Another recently developed method is a structure-based

machine learning approach called DBCP. Starting from a
FASTA sequence, it automatically calculates a homologymodel
for the protein using Modeler (44). A support vector machine-
based algorithm then runs over the structural predictions and
assigns a score to each Cys. Only those Cys residues with scores
comparable to known structural disulfides are predicted as cys-
tine residues.
It should be noted that prediction of transient disulfides,

such as those present in reducing compartments of the cell, is
currently challenging, in part due to conformational changes
often associated with disulfide bond formation and reduction.
These issues are typically addressed by examining the confor-
mational mobility of various regions of proteins or, more
directly, by solving protein structures in both reduced and oxi-
dized states.
Metal-binding Cys Residues—Together with His, Cys is the

most frequently employed amino acid for metal coordination
(45). Metals in proteins have many functions. One example is
the stabilization of protein structures. This is common in zinc-
Cys4 complexes, where four thiolate-Zn2� bridges act as stabi-
lizing elements (46), particularly under the reducing conditions
of the cytosol, where stable disulfides are disfavored. Other
functions ofmetal ions in proteins include a direct involvement
in catalysis and occurrence in regulatory sites. In this regard,
Cys properties make this amino acid a preferred residue for
redox-dependent regulation of metal binding. For example, the
Zn2�-sulfur moiety permits zinc to be tightly bound yet avail-
able for release upon oxidation (46). This is a prominent feature
of Cys-based metal-binding sites, often referred to as the redox
switching of Cys residues (32, 33, 46).
Considering that metal-binding sites are often highly con-

served, the presence of conserved proximal Cys residues can be
a good indication that these residues may bind metals. There-
fore, one approach is the use of manually curated sequence
patterns and profiles, such as those found in PROSITE (30, 41).
As in the case of disulfide prediction, PROSITE patterns allow
fast and easy implementation (e.g. ScanProsite (39)) but lack the
ability to properly recognizemanymetal-binding sites (i.e. have
low true positive and high false negative rates) (40, 47). More
sophisticated approaches have been developed based on
machine learning (40, 48) and nonlinear statistical methods
(49). An example is provided by themethod calledMetalDetec-
tor, freely available as a web-accessible service. Methods like
this have been tested against and outperformed PROSITE pat-
tern-based analysis while maintaining many of its advantages.
Structure-based approaches can be a valuable alternative for

the prediction of metal-binding Cys residues. One interesting
method involves the use of the empirical force field FoldX (50).
The searching algorithm uses geometric information typically
found in metal-binding sites as a starting point to predict new
sites. After analyzing the typical arrangement of Cys ligands
around zinc coordination sites, the method can recognize sim-
ilar structural patterns in terms of both the nature of ligands
clustered in space and their relative geometries and therefore
predict new metal-binding sites (50). A standalone program
implementing the algorithm for prediction of metal-binding
sites (as well as several other algorithms for energy-based eval-
uation and protein design) is available at the FoldX web site.

FIGURE 2. Different functional categories of Cys residues. A schematic rep-
resentation of Cys functionality is shown. Starting from the top of the rhom-
bus, which gives the molecular structure of Cys, and going clockwise: catalytic
residues (red circle; representing a nucleophilic thiolate), metal-binding Cys
(orange circles; representing a zinc-Cys4-binding site), structural disulfides
(yellow circles; representing a covalent bond between two Cys residues), and
regulatory Cys (violet circle; representing an S-nitrosylation site). As discussed
in text, not all functional Cys can be reliably categorized. For example, some
catalytic Cys residues can also be S-nitrosylated or oxidized to sulfenic acid,
and some metal-binding Cys residues can, in certain situations, turn to cystine
residues. To represent this complexity and an occasional interplay of func-
tions, the rhombus connecting different functional Cys categories is shown
with a dashed line.
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Regulatory Cys Residues—Common reversible PTMs of Cys
include sulfenic acid (Cys-SOH), disulfide bonds (both intra-
molecular and intermolecular), S-nitrosylation (NO-Cys), and
glutathionylation. Additionally, Cys can react with endogenous
hydrogen sulfide (H2S), a modification that can lead to various
physiological (51–53) and structural (54) effects. All of the
above can be classified as redox-based PTMs and are reversible.
However, other important Cys modifications that are stable
and do not involve a change in the redox state occur, for exam-
ple, the formation of a thioether bond with farnesyl or gera-
nylgeranyl groups, leading to protein lipidation and membrane
anchoring (55) or covalent binding of protein cofactors, such as
heme. TheseCysmodificationsmay be classified into a separate
category of functional Cys residues. Below, we focus on the
reversible Cys modifications. These PTMs can affect protein
properties (local structure, electrostatic interactions, etc.) and,
ultimately, protein function or its network of interactions; for
these reasons, they are often referred to as regulatory Cys resi-
dues (56).
From a computational perspective, regulatory Cys residues

are challenging to investigate. Recent progress in proteomics
approaches provided a substantial improvement in both quan-
tity and quality of the data produced. In turn, this allows bioin-
formaticians to start tackling the fundamental issue of the
defining features of regulatory Cys. To date, no reliable
sequence-based predictive patterns have been developed for
different types of regulatory Cys. Instead, high heterogeneity of
sequence features was detected. However, structure-based
analyses have provided important insights, particularly in the
case of NO-Cys (18, 57, 59) and Cys-SOH (60). As for the latter,
an important role of uncharged H-bond donors, particularly
Thr, was revealed (60). Spatial (but not sequence) proximity to
these residues can lead to activation of Cys, mainly by lowering
its pKa. In the case of NO-Cys, sequence-based bioinformatics
analyses also revealed high heterogeneity around modification
sites (57, 59). However, structural analyses provided new
insights. First, a QM-based study demonstrated that NOmod-
ification can induce a significant charge redistribution in the
side chain of Cys, with only marginal effects on the backbone
atoms (29). In this study, specific force field parameters and
charge schemes forNO-Cyswere developed, paving theway for
setting up docking experiments with NO-Cys-containing sub-
strates, such as S-nitrosoglutathione (59). Indeed, docking cal-
culations could be a valid computational alternative for detec-
tion of specific Cys residues amenable to modification with
different nitrosylated substrates (NO-Cys, S-nitrosylated small
peptides, etc.). Particularly challenging but certainly feasible is
the investigation of the role of protein-protein interactions in
the transfer of NO groups from one protein to another (the
so-called protein interaction-based transnitrosylation). This
process has so far escaped detailed computational studies,
partly due to the complexity of the system. However, the steady
development of suitable docking software (e.g. RosettaDock)
and the information gained from previous studies (29, 59) may
make it soon possible to investigate protein interaction-based
transnitrosylation.
Catalytic Cys Residues—In many enzymes, Cys plays a criti-

cal role as a nucleophile in enzyme-catalyzed reactions. Such

Cys residues represent a functional category of catalytic Cys
residues. This category can be further subdivided into redox
and non-redox Cys functions based on whether the redox state
ofCys changes during catalysis. Examples of enzymeswith non-
redox catalytic Cys residues are protein-tyrosine phosphatases,
Cys peptidases, various members of the deubiquitination sys-
tem, and dCMP hydroxymethylases. Other enzymes called
thiol oxidoreductases present catalytic redox Cys in the active
sites; here, the catalytic Cys function involves substrate oxida-
tion or reduction, disulfide bond isomerization, and detoxifica-
tion of various compounds. To our knowledge, no computa-
tional approaches for the detection of catalytic non-redox Cys
residues have been developed. Thus, we focus further on thiol
oxidoreductases, for which better progress has been made.
Thiol oxidoreductases are the only known enzymes that also

use Sec as the catalytic residue. This very unique feature was
used to develop a bioinformatics strategy for the prediction of
thiol oxidoreductases. The method allows high-throughput
identification of catalytic redox Cys in protein sequences by
searching for sporadic Cys/Sec pairs in homologous sequences
(61). It initially identifies unique Cys/Sec pairs flanked by
homologous sequences within a pool of translated nucleotide
sequences. These pairs then serve as seeds for sequence analysis
at the level of protein families and subfamilies. Application of
this method identified themajority of known thiol oxidoreduc-
tases and indicated the identity of the catalytic Cys. A key
advantage of this approach, together with sensitivity, is its
speed. High-throughput analyses are possible in a reasonable
amount of time, allowing genome-wide analyses of thiol oxi-
doreductases (62).
Bioinformatics approaches applied to the study of thiol oxi-

doreductases are not limited to their prediction. Structural and
functional adaptations have been examined for different classes
of thiol oxidoreductases (63, 64), e.g. evolution of the thiore-
doxin fold, which led to the emergence of different functions,
such as thiol redox regulation, glutathione transfer to electro-
philic compounds, etc. In addition, a tool based on structural
profiles of reactive Cys sites was developed and employed for
functional classification of different subfamilies of peroxire-
doxins (65, 66). By using active site signatures, this method
allowed researchers to define six peroxiredoxin subfamilies,
each of them with specific functionalities (66, 67). Although
employed only with peroxiredoxins, it can be extended to anal-
yses of other families of thiol oxidoreductases.

Concluding Remarks

In this minireview, we focused on the properties and func-
tions of reactive Cys residues and methods used to analyze
them. A better understanding of basic chemical and physical
features of Cys seems to be crucial to improve currently avail-
able tools for recognition and functional annotation of reactive
thiols in proteins.With this aim, we first focused on two impor-
tant descriptors of Cys reactivity: exposure and pKa. We then
shifted the discussion to the various functional roles played by
reactive Cys residues in proteins and reviewed the current sta-
tus of computational methods used to investigate and predict
Cys functions. In some cases, bioinformatics has provided
important insights and tools, especially for catalytic redox Cys,
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metal-bindingCys, and disulfide bonds. In other cases, progress
has been limited, e.g. regulatory Cys, sites of stable PTMs and
catalytic non-redox Cys.
Difficulties in computational redox biology are linked to the

complexity of the subject. Despite the recent dramatic increase
in the studies that addressed this question experimentally,
many aspects of thiol-based redox regulation and signaling are
still not well understood. However, experimental advances,
especially in proteomics and structural and post-translational
data sets, have provided researchers with the opportunity to
both analyze certainCys categories on a genome-wide scale and
address the general principles of various Cys functions from a
computational perspective. For example, a new proteomics
approach called isoTOP-ABPP (68) allows high-throughput
identification of reactive Cys residues in proteins and quantifi-
cation of their reactivity. This method permits unambiguous
identification of reactive Cys residues and also scores them by
assigning a reactivity value (R) to each Cys. This feature offers a
range of future applications in computational analyses of reac-
tive Cys. For example, as R values provide a measure of Cys
nucleophilicity, it would be interesting to analyze how R scores
correlate with the results obtained with different theoretical
methods for Cys pKa prediction. We may expect further
improvements in the understanding of Cys properties in pro-
teins, and it is likely that a better theoretical description of reac-
tive Cys will be vital to improve the predictive power of com-
putational methods that target Cys functions in proteins.
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